
KYSCI 2022 COMMERATIVE 
CUSTOM KNIFE SET! 

A WORK OF ART! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DROP POINT SKINNER & 
CAPING KNIFE SET 

BY SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES 
www.sableusa.com    

 

BLADES LASER ETCHED “KYSCI 2022” on one side & KYSCI Chapter Logo on the other 
 

       SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES are custom made from scratch using time perfected technics & the 
best possible materials to create perfection.  SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES has been making knives 
since the early 1980’s & are particularly passionate about hunting & bowie knives. 
 

      SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES uses various types of Stainless Steel & Carbon Steel for 

knife blades like the D2 Stainless Steel used to create this set of hunting knives created 

specifically for the Kentuckiana Chapter of SCI.  D2 steel has a hardness in the range of 55 to 

62 HRC which makes it a very durable and high-end knife steel.  D2 steel will retain its 

hardness up to a temperature of 425 °C (797 °F).  The very high chromium content provides 

better corrosion resistance than most tool steels and enables it to be semi-stainless. 

      This KYSCI 2022 SABLE CUSTOM KNIFE SET supports strikingly beautiful handles made 

from rare camel bone and cape buffalo horn that is not only handsome, but is a good choice 

for knife handle material because it's easy to work with, beautiful to look at, and makes 

the blade almost 'pop' out due to the difference in contrast.  

       This highly polished KYSCI 2022 knife set comes with a custom made genuine top-

quality cow hide leather sheath which fits each knife perfectly.  SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES 

come with limited lifetime warranty, if anything goes wrong, they will fix it for you or replace 

it. (Deliberate damage to the knife is not covered in the warranty.).  Value: $900.00 
 

Knife 1 - Drop Point Skinner 
Overall Length: 7 3/8”              
Blade Length:  3 3/8”  

Handle Length: 4”                
Handle Material:  Camel Bone & Buffalo Horn   

Blade Material:  D2 Stainless Steel                                      
 
Knife 2 - Caping Knife 

Overall length: 7 ¼” 

Blade Length:  3 ¼”  

Handle Length:  4”                          
Handle Material:  Camel Bone & Buffalo Horn   

Blade Material:  D2 Stainless Steel                
    

Item #8 - KYSCI 2022 Commerative  
Custom Knife Set by Sable Custom Knives


